Host Tim says:
The Gnu's warp core was drained of energy to the point that containment failed and a core explosion destroyed the ship.  While the FCO's Away Team remains in the moon facility the Klingon ship decloaked and began a heading to impact the moon facility.

Host Tim says:
<<<Resume Mission; Finders of Lost Children, episode 6>>>

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
#:: runs along with Le`Bath looking for a place where they might be able to try and contact the Dublin again ::

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
<McCann>::Mans the tactical station, preps the ships weapons and targets enemy weak points.::

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
::at science station scanning the Klingon D7 for shield energy fluctuation that might be weak spots of the vessel and sending the coordinates to Tactical:: CTO: Please confirm the message, Ma’am.

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
::Picks up stunned goon to take him to the brig with two other officers.::

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
::Looks at the Captain who is pacing nervously and then tries yet again to lock onto the FCO's team::

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
<McCann>CSO: Message received thanks CSO.

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
::Blinks and stares hard at his console::

Host Delon says:
#ACTION: Ear-jarring alarms are blaring in the facility where the FCO and Le`Bath are.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
::checks the scan readings to see they are normal...for Quon and that her previous hypo injection had no effect on taking the Kressari down.  Reaches in her medkit for a hypo and a stimulant and fills reservoir, setting the amount of drug she has planned:: CTO:  Harker, I want Quon in the sickbay, please.

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
::She calls to the other security team standing by.:: Security: He moves stun him again.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
# :: still can see the generator but knows there is no way she can reach it...covers her ears as alarms sound all around them ::

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
CSO: Mr. Wildstar... I'm getting a reading here... some one is trying to penetrate our shields.  Some kind of transport thing.

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
::With her back to the XO she rolls her eyes.:: XO: Aye ma’am. ::They turn around and head into sickbay. Lay him on a bunk and raise the top level security shields, every shield they can raise they do so.::

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
OPS: Do you have the location for this signal?


FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
#Le`Bath: I think we may have triggered something Ensign. Stay close and be on the look out for anything suspcious.

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
::Looks back at Mr. Wildstar and notices the Captain is looking funny... like his almost invisible.::

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
::Four security officers ring the shields around the biobed.::

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
CO: Captain!

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
ACTION: THE CAPTAIN IS PHASING IN AND OUT

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
CSO: Sir... our shields!

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
<McCann>*XO*: Emergency on the bridge Captain’s phasing!

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
::Checks the power to the shields::

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
::looks to the Captain and tries to change the shields frequency::

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
::enters sickbay behind security and motions to one of the biobeds::  CTO: That one.

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
CSO: Some is trying to transport the Captain!

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
# :: moving along the walls noticing that they are starting to open up :: Le`Bath: Look at that. The walls are opening and there appears to be consoles behind them.

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
OPS: Increase power to the shields.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
*McCann*: Phasing?  *CSO*: Is there anything you can do to stop that?

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
XO: Yes Ma’am all set.

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
<McCann>*XO*:Yes Ma’am.

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
::fingers fly across the console::

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
TO: Try to random the shields frequency. Interval of 0,025 seconds.

Host Delon says:
ACTION: The Klingon battle cruiser continues it's path, albeit at a reduced pace, towards the moon facility...

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
#<Le`Bath> FCO: That one looks sort of like a comm console.

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
CSO: Weapons locked on weak points on enemy vessel.::

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
::hears from Taurek the other patients are recovering and activates the restraints on Quon, waiting for the science officer's answer::

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
CSO: What about that cruiser?

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
#:: moves closer and examines the console ::

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
*OPS*: Please send a medical team to sickbay.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
#<Le`Bath> FCO: Maybe we can reach the ship using this one ma'am.

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
::takes a quick glance over shoulder and can't believe the Captain is just standing there phasing in and out::

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
TO: Try to disengage the D7 shields and engines. Use all you got.

Host Delon says:
ACTION: The captain's molecular cohesion is fading...

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
Self: Damn it.

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
<McCann>CSO: Yes Sir! ::Hands fly over the console as he quickly does so.::

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
*McCann*: I'll be up momentarily.  ::places the hypo on Quon's neck and administers an amount of stimulant, hoping to awaken the Kressari::

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
*Sickbay*: ::pauses:: CSO: Sir? Shouldn't medical people be in sick bay already?

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
*CSO*:  Report!  What is the Captain's status?

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
#Le`Bath: Well it's worth a try I guess. :: runs her fingers along the keys and notices that the alien symbols are changing in configuration and that she can actually read them ::

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
*OPS*: They are injured; just do it please.

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
*XO*: He is fading out. Let try one thing.

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
CSO: That cruiser... it's still on impact course to the moon facility sir.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
#:: sends what she hopes is a text message to the Dublin :: Self: Now we wait.


CTO_Lt_Harker says:
::Thinks to self, "Does no one understand security risks!" as she puts the shields back up after the xo enters the area near the biobed.::

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
::walks over to the terminal and channels the bridge communications and scan reports to sickbay::

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
<McCann>*XO*: Yes Ma’am.

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
TO: If nothing stops that cruiser, blast if off from the space.

Host Thoth says:
::suddenly awakens, taking in a deep, quickened breath, as if coming out from underwater for air::

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
::opens comm to off duty medical personal and sends them to sickbay::

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
<McCann>CSO: Yes Sir just say when...

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
*CTO*: Done ma'am.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
*CSO*:  Do it and let me know if it works.  ::sees that the Klingon cruiser is headed straight towards the moon facility, then hears Quon gasp and turns towards him, moving to the bed::

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
*OPS*: Thanks. ::As she stands next to the XO with one other officer the others outside the force field.::

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
::activating emergency contention field around the bridge::

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
<McCann>::Glances uncertainly at the CO as he mans his station.::

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
#<Le`Bath> :: watches for any movement nearby from the worms or the nasty Klingons ::

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
CSO: Getting very faint message from FCO sir.   Trying to enhance the gain.

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
Duty_FCO: Set an intercept course to that cruiser. Do not let them get to far away from us.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
Thoth:  Quon...whomever you are, we need your help...and now!  Our people are on that moon facility about to be taken out by a Klingon ship.  I've already sensed how emotionless they are...are they under your counterpart's control and can you stop them?

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
<Duty_FCO>CSO: Yes, sir.

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
::thinking of something actives the biobed restraints.::

Host Thoth says:
::his quicksilver eyes gazes pleadingly to Tessa, and then fall towards her pendant:: XO: Crystal....dreams.... ::eyes close and he seems to pass out again::

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
CSO: It's a text message... coming in bit and pieces.

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
CSO: Sir weapons ready and targets locked.

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
OPS: Can you show us?

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
CSO: They've encountered some Klingons there...

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
CSO: Patching to your console sir.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
Self:  No!  ::dials a small amount of stimulant again and makes a second injection::

Host Delon says:
ACTION: In spite of the crew's efforts, the Captain fades completely out.

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
CTO: Fire.

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
CSO: They have 2 dead... ::frowns:: and some "pod" people?

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
::turns to Harker::  CTO:  I want weapons down this time and move your security team farther away.  Now, please!

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
<TO_McCann>CSO: Firing. ::Hits the fire controls..:: CSO: Hits away!

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
*CSO*:  Report!

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
::really wishes the XO were up here::

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
XO: Ma’am I don't know what he was doing before but its not safe for you.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
#:: wishes she knew what was happening on the ship ::

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
*McCann*:  What is going on with that Klingon cruiser?

Host Delon says:
ACTION: Between phasers and photon torpedoes smashing against the Klingons, their shields hold, but are moderately damaged.

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
*XO*: I couldn't prevent the Captain from beam taken from us.

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
<McCann>*XO*: CSO ordered a firing solution ma’am. ::He sounds distracted.::

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
<McCann>::resets weapons.:: CSO: Locking on for new firing solution....

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
::looks at Harker and shakes::  CTO:  Don't worry about me, I think he was only trying to help us.

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
TO: Fire at will.

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
XO: Help us! You were screaming!

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
<McCann>::Thinks to self. "poor will" and opens fire, cycling the weapons and locking on again as soon as possible.::

Host Thoth says:
ACTION: The Klingons divert all shield power to the their aft arc, just enough to resist the next barrage, but barely. Now they are arming their aft torpedo launchers...

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
*CSO*: Beam me up to the bridge, now!  CTO: If Quon awakens, bring him to the bridge.  He may be the only who can help us right now.

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
<McCann>CSO: They're arming aft torpedoes!, locking on new firing solution.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
# :: touches the alien console again and attempts another message to the Dublin, this time giving them her and Le`Bath's location ::

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
XO: Yes ma’am.

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
::Hears the XO and wonders why she asked the CSO to do the transport::

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
*XO*: Yes ma’am. ::activates transporters to beam the XO to the bridge::

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
::Tries to trace where the CO might have gone... with no luck::

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
ACTION: XO IS BEAMED TO THE BRIDGE

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
::trying to locate the Captains signal::
OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
ACTION: THE OFF DUTY MEDICAL PERSONAL ARRIVE IN SICKBAY

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
::Thinks to self, "Finally" as the medical personnel arrive and start treating people. At their confused looks she replies:: Medical team: Intruder just help the others.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
::looks around the bridge, orienting herself, then moves to the Captain's chair, remaining standing::  McCann:  The Klingon ship?

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
<McCann>::Fires weapons again as he locks on to the sensitive points.::

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
XO: I can't find any trace of where the CO went.

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
XO: I am not able to find the Captain. There is no sign of him. Anywhere.

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
<McCann>XO: Firing ma’am, they have damage to shields.

Host Thoth says:
ACTION: In Dublin's hesitation, the Klingons arm their aft torpedoes and open fire with a spread of three...

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
*Dr Taurek*: See to Quon, I think you know what I'm wanting...

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
XO: Incoming.

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
<McCann>XO: Their aft torpedoes are armed!

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
<McCann>::cycles through the weapons readying them for another salvo.::

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
::flinches at the CSO's words and thinks "no joke McCann"::

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
OPS: Do you have the location of the signal sent by the FCO?

Host Delon says:
#ACTION: Next to Le`Bath's hand, a small panel slides out revealing what looks like an indentation for a hand scanner.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
::suppresses her worry for both Mauro and Cassie::  McCann: Target more than their sensitive areas, send repeating shots to their aft.

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
CSO: In general sir... not good enough for a transport lock.

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
<McCann>XO: Yes ma’am. ::does so and fires again as fast as he can cycle weapons and get a lock. Repeatedly.::

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
OPS: Maybe we can try to enhance the signal.

Host Delon says:
ACTION: Dublin evades two torpedoes and gets hit with one. Shields hold, no damage.

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
XO: Impact, shields are holding.

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
CSO: That facility's shield don't match... ::flinches again with the impact of the Klingon torpedo:::

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
XO: Getting damage reports now.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
McCann:  Continue.  CSO:  Can you do something to short circuit that dampening field around the facility?  We have to find our away team!

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
XO: No major damage ma'am.

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
::Harker orders another two officers to take post outside the sickbay doors. They lower sickbay shields step out of the area and raise them again. Lefler turns, pauses and glances at the four officers standing by wondering if she should stay here or go to the bridge.::

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
<McCann>XO: They're arming again ma’am! We're firing weapons.::

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
#<Le`Bath>:: jumps back as a panel open :: FCO: Ma'am, take a look at this. Some kind of alien scanner or something?

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
CSO:  Try sending probes out and triangulate with those... close level to the moon.

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
XO: Yes.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
McCann:  Keep it up!  Cascading photons to their aft and a tight spread out to each side.

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
XO: Still only getting text messages from the FCO.

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
<McCann>XO: Yes ma’am! ::thinks to self, "I know my job..." as he continues to do so.::

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
::Tries harder to pinpoint the FCO's signal::

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
XO: The D7 is only 200.000km from moon's atmosphere.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
# :: steps over to the panel and looks closely at it :: Le`Bath : Well it could be where someone kept a scanning device.

Host Delon says:
ACTION: The Klingons, now losing their shields and taking minor damage, divert all power they can, even from life support, to their impulse engines.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
<Dr Taurek> ::watches Quon's vitals and realizes what the Kressari's system is doing.  Places a hand on his face to initiate a mind contact::

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
XO: They are accelerating and giving all they got to impulse engines.

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
::raises fist as though to slam his console... pauses, takes a deep breath and... huh?:::

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
XO: Incoming message from the planet ma'am

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
::Annoyed as the doctor lowers the force shields again and steps forward, she feel obligated to step next to him and nods to her team to raise the shields once again.::


OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
XO: Audio only.

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
::Holds phaser out but pointed to the deck.::

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
AFCO:  bring us around to the lee side of the Klingon ship.  McCann: Continue firing.  That ship can't hold out much longer.

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
<McCann>::Continues firing at the Klingon vessel as soon as he can get a weapons lock.::

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
#:: places her hand in the indentation :: Le`Bath: Wow, look at that. My hand fits.

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
::Send his best guess to the CSO on the FCO's team location::

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
::preparing probes to make a triangulation with the dampening field around the facility::

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
<McCann>XO: Yes ma’am...

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
::Steps a few steps from the Doctor.::

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
~~~Evyn:  Whomever you are...listen.  If you have any influence, you must stop that Klingon ship!  Our people are not trying to harm anything.  We are only curious.~~~

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
McCann:  The Klingon ship?

Host Thoth says:
<Evyn> COM: Dublin: Most enchanting the way you simians react in such situations. It is I have predicted... XO: And commander...I answer neither to you or anyone. We are all equal in this great universe of ours...isn't that true? ::slight chuckle::

Host Delon says:
#ACTION: Le`Bath suddenly vanishes in a bright flash of orange light.

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
Self: Now, what was that?

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
COM: Evyn: We have made a mistake.  We now have no other choice but to try and stop the ship.  Please, is forgiveness not a part of your conscience?  Can you not stop the action of that ship?

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
<McCann>XO: Ma’am one more round and the Klingon ship is done...

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
# :: turns as Le`Bath vanishes :: Le`Bath!

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
::activates the tractor beam on the D7::

Host Thoth says:
<Evyn> COM: Dublin: XO: Perhaps I can....perhaps I cannot. Oh...it seems I have guests. Do be a good little sentient and continue as you were. ::comm is cut::

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
::Stands there as the doctor hovers over quon.

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
OPS: Try to get a transporter lock on the D7.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
COM: Evyn:  And no...we are not all equal.  I believe you know what is going on...  ::hears the comm cut

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
# :: looks around the area calling out for her tactical officer :: *Le`Bath*: Ensign, where are you? Can you hear me?

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
CSO: Sure sir.  ::locks tractor beam on the Klingon ship::

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
OPS:  Can you hail the Klingon ship?  ::is unaware if the Captain has tried::

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
OPS: I meant in the last crew members of the ship.

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
<McCann>XO: Weapons ready, shall I fire?

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
McCann:  Hold your fire.

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
<McCann>XO: Aye ma’am. ::Hands pause over the controls.::

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
XO: Can try again ma'am… they ignored us last time. ::opens hailing frequency::

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
::knows this is a terrible choice to make::

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
<McCann>::Weapons are ready and locked.::

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
CSO:  Can you find our away team yet?

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
XO: Channel is open. No response ma'am.

Host Thoth says:
#<Voice> FCO: Cassandra Adams....joined to one called MacLeod....do you fear the unknown? ::speaks in a omindirectional whisper heard throughout the facility::

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
#:: feels and is totally alone now :: Self: Ok, Cassie, no time to get rattled. Figure out...:: hears a voice ::

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
~~~Evyn:  I want no bloodshed!  Listen to me..  I do not want to harm those Klingons!~~~

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
::Inaction frustrated her ponders the wisdom of waking him up.::


FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
#Voice: Who are you and how do you know my name?

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
::Sends the Klingons message on emergency channel::

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
*Dr Taurek*:  Have you had any success?  We need his help!

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
<McCann>::Locks weapons on to the engines and weapon ports.::

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
#:: looks around to see if she can find where the voice is coming from ::

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
XO: No joy from the Klingons

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
::senses McCann’s readiness to fire and shakes her head::  McCann:  Do not fire...that is an order...

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
<McCann>CSO :Do we have a working tractor beam?

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
<McCann>XO: Understood ma’am.

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
::Notes the messages from the FCO have stopped::

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
CSO: Can we use the tractor beam to stop that ship?

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
#Voice: All of us fear the unknown until it is known. Does that answer your question? Now answer mine. What and who are you?

Host Thoth says:
#<Voice> ::sounds sympathetic:: FCO: You are alone now...no place to go. Maybe you are cold? Do you miss your mate?

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
McCann: We have tractor beam.

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
::Paces around the bed watching the doctor.::

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
McCann: Can you reset weapons enough to nudge the Klingon ship off course?

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
#Voice: Why do you play a game with me?

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
CSO: Tractor beam is locked on sir.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
OPS/CSO:  Engage tractor beam, carefully.

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
::really wishes he'd paid attention in the class on this stuff::

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
XO: Aye ma'am.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
#:: really is trying to keep it together ::

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
XO: Yes ma’am.

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
Doctor: We need to talk to him, can you wake Quon up but not the other guy, he was mumbling about crystals...

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
CSO: It's all yours Lieutenant.

Host Thoth says:
#<Voice> FCO: Of all the species I have gazed upon....the Kazon, the Klingons, the Deltans...the Ocampa...in the end, it is humans that intrigue me the most, just as it intrigued my people....before they forced my hand.

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
::Goes back to trying to contact the FCO::

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
<Dr Taurek>  ::removes his hand from the Kressari and stops his attempt with the mind meld:: *XO*: Quon is still unconscious.  I will continue to monitor his condition.

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
All: Engaging tractor beam.

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
::scanning for life signs on board of the D7::

Host Delon says:
ACTION: The tractor beam locks onto the Klingon vessel, its hull integrity holding up just barely.

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
::waits to ask the CSO status of those probes::

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
#Voice: Your people? Please, tell me who your people are and why you are interested in humans? Is this your facility?

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
<McCann>XO: Ma’am shall we send teams to rescue the FCO and her team?

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
::Ensures comm is going out to FCO on all channels::

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
XO: No data has come from the probes.

Host Thoth says:
#<Voice> FCO: Nothing here is mine. Not this building nor the lives it contains. Do you know where in your galaxy you are?

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
McCann:  Yes, get a team ready and include Dr T'Pala.

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
::sighs and orders the four security officers in sickbay to remain and stun Quon if he shows signs of trying to leave or harm another. She heads for the bridge passing the two officers outside sickbay and waits for them to lower the force fields outside sickbay and put them up again as she passes.::

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
Self: Well, that answers that question... no help from the probes on enhancing my comm.

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
XO: And there are no life signs aboard the Klingon ship. ::scanning for bodies::

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
<McCann>XO: Yes ma’am. ::Does so and tells the CTO who changes direction heading for the transporter room along with the rest of the team.::

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
::turns to look at Rien:: AFCO: No one on the Klingon ship?

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
#Voice: I thought I knew, but it seems that I was wrong.....am I still in my own galaxy?

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
::turns to the CSO::  CSO:  What?  The Klingons have died?

Host Thoth says:
#<Voice> FCO: You are as close to your so-called 'God' as your kind will ever come...

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
Duty_FCO: Now, try to reduce our speed until we get to stop. I'll increase some power to the tractor beam so the ship can hold.

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
::mutters as he turns back to his console:: Self: Then why don't we just blow it up?

Host Delon says:
#ACTION: All illumination in the facility fades out, leaving the FCO in total darkness.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
::telepathically 'searches' for the Klingons too, grieving their deaths::

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
XO: I just found 20 lifeless bodies.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
<AFCO_Rien> OPS: No readings.......well live ones anyway.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
# :: crouches to the floor as the light disappears :: Voice: Why have you taken away the light? Are you afraid to show yourself to me?

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
::readies herself to return to the planet surface with the rest of the rescue team::

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
CSO:  I want the bodies retrieved and put in the morgue.  They did not know what they were doing I believe.

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
Self: Yeah right... do they ever?

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
XO: I'll try to access the D7 database. Maybe we can find something in their logs. ::establishing comm with the D7::

Host Delon says:
#ACTION: The FCO feels an almost arousing tingling sensation all across her body. She instantly feels as if weightless, and then instantly looses consciousness.

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
::with the 5 other security officers and the doctor.::

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
XO: All comm with the FCO is gone.

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
# :: feels the sensation of tingling just before passing out ::

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
OPS: Transport those bodies straight to the morgue. ::sends location of the bodies::

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
OPS:  Thank you.  Keep trying to contact her. Adjust the probes telemetry.

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
*XO*: Rescue team ready ma’am.

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
CSO: Aye sir. ::locks on to the dead Klingons...::: XO: Lower shields for transport?

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
::feels very frustrated and sad for the deaths of the Klingon pawns::

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
OPS:  Yes.  Do it now.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
*CTO*:  Do you have Dr T'Pala with you?

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
XO: Transporting now. ::drops shields and transports the Klingons to the Dublin's morgue::

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
Self: Pace yourself Derick. Trust your feelings. Make believe once again. They are not dead. You will find them. ::in a very anxious and angry tune of voice, almost shaking::

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
XO: Transport complete ma'am.

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
*XO*: Yes ma’am.

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
::'searches' for Mauro, knowing Cassie cannot be 'touched'::

OPS_Ens_MacGoo says:
::adjusts the comm to account for the telemetry of the probes::

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
*XO*: Ready to go can we transport?

CSO_LtJG_Wildstar says:
::helping with the probes::

FCO_Cmdr_Adams-MacLeod says:
# :: slowly starts to wake up, and finds herself suspended in water with a rebreathing device attached to her mouth. Can see that she is naked except for some kind of polymer suit wrapped around her and beside her is Mackie, in the same condition :: Self: Oh no!

CTO_Lt_Harker says:
::As soon as she gets the all clear from the XO the team transport down to the last known location of Cassie’s team.::

XO_Cmdr_Jakiel says:
*CTO*:  Wait...I need to talk to our science officer first.

Host Thoth says:
#<Voice> FCO: Welcome....to Tou'Vor'och. You may call me Osiris...

Host Thoth says:
<<<Pause Mission>>>
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